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Vocal Score (complete) ... ... Price, net 7s. Od.
Do. (bound) ... ... " " 10s. 6d.
Pianoforte Score (complete) ... " " 4s. Od.
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All Rights under the Copyright Act, 1911, and the International Copyright Conventions are reserved. Applications for the right of performing the above Opera, including the use of band parts, must be made to Rupert D'Oyly Carte, Savoy Hotel, London, W.C.2.
Popular Comic Operas

By W. S. GILBERT and ARTHUR SULLIVAN

"THE GONDOLIERS"; or, "The King of Barataria."
"IOLANTHE"; or, "The Peer and the Peri."
"THE MIKADO"; or, "The Town of Titipu."
"PATIENCE"; or, "Bunthorne’s Bride."
"THE PIRATES OF PENZANCE"; or, "The Slave of Duty."
"PRINCESS IDA"; or, "Castle Adamant."
"RUDNIGORE"; or, "The Witch’s Curse."
"UTOPIA, LIMITED"; or, "The Flowers of Progress."
"TRIAL BY JURY."
"THE GRAND DUKE"; or, "The Statutory Duel."
"THE YEOMEN OF THE GUARD"; or, "The Merryman and his Maid."

×

"HADDON HALL," by SYDNEY GRUNDY and ARTHUR SULLIVAN.
"IVANHOE," by JULIAN STURGIS and ARTHUR SULLIVAN.

×

All the above can be had as follows:—
Vocal Score, complete.
Vocal Score, complete (bound).
Libretto.
Separate Songs, Dance Music, Selection and other arrangements.

×

"THE FORESTERS," by LORD TENNYSON and ARTHUR SULLIVAN.
The Songs, Choruses and Incidental Music, complete.
Selection for Piano, by C. GODFREY.
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